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XooFoo.org proposes 5 new topics to you based on the theme template Mor.pho.GEN.e.sis
1.1.2.
These themes all are valid XHTML 1.0 Transitional and CS 1.0/2.0 without the least warning,
they are carried out starting from various templates existing in free remote loading.They are
placed at the disposal of the community under the licence Creative Commons.
You can download them at this adress, and visualize them in action here or on there.
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Concerning the theme “Grassy”, this one is the final result of the tutoriel making it possible to
learn how to carry out a theme for Xoops starting from a template HTML which we can find on
the Web.
A video first (in french audio only, sorry) of this tutoriel is visible on Tutos XooFoo.org. The Zip
file containing the files to follow the tutoriel is downloadable on this link. For any creation of
topics, modifications or explanations, you can make a request (french or english) on the forum
of Labs.XooFoo or Xoops France, after you are recorded there.
To decipher the code of multiple files HTML and CSS of the template Mor.Pho.GEN.e.sis, you
have a wiki which follows the versions of this reference of the architecture of a theme for Xoops.
Why I work starting from Morphogenesis? because this theme template was downloaded more
than 2.000 items, and becomes the reference for the creation of theme for xoops, and I do not
see why reinvent the wheel.
It is simple to adapt and associate the 'surcharge" themes, respects the standards of the W3 C,
and offers very great possibilities of creation for a designer.
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